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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 My full name is Rosalind Anne Rickerby.  I hold the position of Marketing 

Adviser in the Marketing Unit at Christchurch City Council (Council).  I 

have been in this position since July, 1997. 

 

1.2 I hold a degree of Bachelor of Parks and Recreation Management from 

Lincoln University, 1991.  I have 17 years’ experience in marketing, 

communications and project management of website development for the 

Council.   

 

1.3 I am also a member of the Marketing Association New Zealand.  During my 

time at the Council, the websites I have been leading the development of 

have included:   

 

(a) The brief and specifications for the Future Christchurch website 

which is used to promote projects, events, and information relating 

to recovery for the City.  This website is now a joint website with 

CERA. 

 

(b) The brief for the development of the ‘Share an Idea’ website which 

was used for the public consultation on the draft Central City 

Recovery Plan.   

 

(c) The brief for the ‘A to B’ travel planning website, in collaboration 

with the Regional Council. This site has, however, been put on 

hold since the earthquakes. 

 

(d) The brief and specifications for the ‘Find a Bike Ride’ website, 

which can be found on the Council's website. 

 
1.4 As part of my role at the Council, I have been asked to provide evidence in 

relation to a limited part of the report commissioned by the Independent 

Hearing Panel titled "Proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan – 

Preliminary Usability Assessment", dated 24 November 2014, prepared by 

Environmental Management Services Limited (Usability Report).  
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1.5 I have been involved in the District Plan Review project since August 2013 

in the role of Marketing Advisor.  As part of that role, I have had to work 

with the Information Management and Communications Technology Unit 

(IM&CT) and the planners to assist in communicating the Plan to the public 

and others.  Part of this role has been to assist in specifying improvement 

around  ePlan (as changes to ePlan itself were not possible in the 

timeframe) to make it customer friendly and to put ePlan into a Council 

website.  I have specified the ‘look and feel’ of the website i.e. how it looks 

to the customer and to achieve the best navigation through pages.  This 

work did not include site visits to the developers, but did include a lot of 

collaboration with IM&CT, GIS, Council’s online team and David Punselie, 

who is the Statutory Administrator of the District Plan.   

 

1.6 I have looked at other Councils’ online plans (e.g. Dunedin, Coromandel 

Thames, Auckland Unitary Plan and others).  I have also contributed to 

user testing of the ePlan which is discussed later in my evidence.  In my 

role, I have been providing the Council with my expertise in relation to 

determining, alongside the expert planners, the website, navigation around 

the ePlan, and features to help the community access information provided 

in the proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan and to make a 

submission.    

 

1.7 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to 

comply with it. I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I 

am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, 

and that this evidence is within my area of expertise, except where I state 

that I am relying on the evidence of another person.   

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 My Evidence is provided in response to limited parts of section 2 of the 

Usability Report relating to 'ePlan Format' only.  I wish to clarify that I am 

not qualified to comment on any planning issues or reasons behind why 

decisions have been made from a planning (or legal) perspective – my 

evidence includes the ePlan website only. 
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3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
 

3.1 There are a number of suggestions in the section of Mr Chrisp's evidence 

on the format of the Replacement District Plan (RDP or ePlan) that are 

sensible and I agree with.  I note that the Council already intends to include 

a number of these suggestions in the RDP when it is made operative.   

 

3.2 The key elements that Mr Chrisp has identified and that the Council 

already intends to include in the RDP are:   

 

(a) more colour; 

(b) better use of font size; 

(c) a more sophisticated search function (such as a 'line of enquiry'), 

which will add functionality for Plan users.   

 

3.3 The ePlan has been developed to be navigated via the 'tree of content' on 

the left hand side of the ePlan webpage.  If the RDP is to be re-ordered 

from an administration perspective, I consider this should be done at the 

end of the process once all decisions are released so it can be undertaken 

as one exercise. 

 

3.4 In preparation for notification of the proposed RDP, usability testing was 

conducted to understand whether people could find answers to set 

questions within ePlan, and secondly how they navigated to find their 

answers.  As a result of this testing, additional features were developed 

around the proposed ePlan, such as the property search function, pop-up 

boxes and hyperlinks (referred to as hotlinks by Mr Chrisp). 

  

2. ePLAN FORMAT 
 
 

3.5 At paragraph 9 of his Report, Mr Chrisp talks about the uniformity of 

material in ePlans and material being in context.  I can confirm that there is 

an intention to use further measures to distinguish format, such as more 

use of font size and colour, to help the user navigate.  However, I would 

note that there are two ways that context can be followed within ePlan.  
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One is the ‘tree of content’ or navigation tree which is constantly available 

on the left hand side of the screen (while in any page of text in ePlan).  The 

tree allows the reader to find the part of the Plan they are seeking, and to 

know where they are in the Plan (e.g the page the reader is on is 

highlighted in bold in the tree).  However, I also note that the ‘tree of 

content’ can become long and may need to be scrolled up or down, 

meaning that where they are in the Plan may not be readily viewed.  

 

3.6 Secondly, within the text itself, while there is already font differentiation and 

headings, I agree that there is room for further improvement in this area.  

Colour may be applied to assist in the finding of headings. This colour will 

be provided when the RDP becomes operative.  

 

4. STRUCTURE OF THE ePLAN [2.1 of the Usability Report] 

 
Current structure of the RDP 

 
4.1 The ePlan is designed for a user to find their way around the RDP 

depending on their query.  In the Usability Report, Mr Chrisp states that 

"there is a ‘total disconnect between the format of the plan…and way in 

which it is used" (page 3). Users will look at the RDP for different reasons.  

From an ePlan perspective, the order of chapters does not matter as long 

as the tree lists the contents.  The tree allows a reader to move around 

different parts of the RDP and to see where they are in the document.   

 

4.2 I recognise that people often visit the planning maps first when they access 

the RDP and therefore it is important that the tree clearly shows where to 

find the maps.  I do not think that it matters whether the maps are at the 

top or the bottom of the tree so long as they are easy to find.  The Council 

is happy to review this position. Further, the property search button on the 

horizontal navigation leads directly to the maps.   

 

4.3 It is possible to change the position of any of the matters on the tree. 

However, if the change is to text and chapters, there are added difficulties 

of numbering, references and hyperlinks. A rearrangement/restructure of 

chapters (if considered necessary), in my opinion, from an administrative 

perspective, is best done once all decisions are released and the 
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wholesale restructure could be done as one exercise and not in a 

piecemeal fashion. 

 
4.4 The Council has always considered that it will add further sophisticated 

search functions to provide further lines of inquiry abilities (this is 

sometimes referred to as advanced searching).  These further lines of 

inquiry will be added to ePlan once the RDP is operative.  The further lines 

of inquiry should be able to pull relevant parts of the Plan to provide results 

to the types of queries listed under Section 4 of the Usability Report - 

Development Scenarios.  Therefore, the order of chapters might not be an 

issue for usability of the RDP. 

 

 Monitoring of how people use the RDP 

 
4.5 Further investigation into how people have used the ePlan is useful in 

determining its effectiveness.  The following information has been obtained 

from Google Analytics which records and tracks the use of 

proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz for each user.  During the notification 

period there were 87,000 page views. The top six pages viewed were: 

 
(a) The Property Search; 

(b) Planning maps; 

(c) Liquefaction rules; 

(d) Flood hazard rules; 

(e) Residential Chapter; and 

(f) Section 32 reports. 

 
4.6 The Council has been following how users move about the ePlan.  Google 

Analytics identifies the User Flow (this is the order of pages viewed) and 

records them as 1st interaction > 2nd interaction > 3rd interaction > 4th 

interaction and so on.   

 

4.7 The information also shows that people enter the Plan in different ways.  

However, the majority of users to the Proposed ePlan went to the property 

search first, making this the most highly used entry into the Plan.   
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 User testing 

 
4.8 In preparation for producing the operative version of the RDP, the Council 

will seek to understand user behaviour and take this into consideration in 

how the ePlan is best viewed and functions.  Further, on an on-going 

basis, the Council will analyse user behaviour and, where possible, make 

improvements to enable easier access to information.  

 
4.9 The following outlines the usability testing that the Council undertook in 

preparation for notification.  Seven people from a range of life stages and 

backgrounds took part in the initial testing.   Each person was viewed using 

the Proposed ePlan as they worked through a series of questions that are 

set out in Attachment 1 of my evidence.  While I acknowledge that seven 

is not a large sample number, it became evident during the testing that 

people had the same problems, and due to the short timeframe the number 

of people to be tested was concluded at seven. 

 
4.10 The usability test results were as follows: 

 
(a) Home landing page: 

 

(i) testers could not find a property or information about a 

property under the search function (the search function is 

for searching content in the plan, not about a specific 

property); 

 

(ii) testers could not at a glance identify which map in the 

grid the property they were looking for is located; and  

 

(iii) when using the PDF map, testers had trouble finding how to 

enlarge the map, there were no zoom or drag features 

available, and it took a while to discover there were 

horizontal and vertical scrolls to navigate around the pdf 

map. 

 

(b) Identify relevant planning zones and/or overlays that may affect a 

property: 
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(i) testers could not see the legend (as above they did not 

realise where the legend was) and did not know to scroll; 

 

(ii) testers could not enlarge the map enough to identify 

correct zone/overlay; 

 

(iii) confusion about the lines on the vertical lines on the 

maps that showed a designation; and 

 

(iv) the Residential Medium Density covers an entire property 

and therefore cannot see the properties under the label. 

 

(c) Finding zone, overlays, designation - what they mean: 

  
(i) testers could not find what the zone/overlay means for 

Residential Suburban, Residential Medium Density, Mass 

Movement Area 3.  Chapters do not have zone 

descriptions - there was nothing to tell the user the 

descriptions are under the introduction; 

 

(ii) testers did not understand some of the terms (e.g. what 

"Built Form Standards" means); 

 

(iii) testers had difficulty finding descriptions for some terms; 

  

(iv) legend descriptions did not match the chapter headings - 

difficult for users to work out which chapter a 

zone/overlay is located in; and 

 

(v) the search function sometimes did not return a result 

(e.g. Residential Medium Density). 

 

4.11 Changes made as a result of the testing are outlined below. Issues that 

could not be addressed because of time constraints prior to notification are 

still being explored. 
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4.12 The key outcome from the user test results was to build the property 

search function.  The property search made it easy for users to find their 

property and allowed the user to identify any overlays on their property and 

the surrounding areas.  The property search function that has been 

developed includes pop-up boxes with descriptions where possible, and 

links into relevant sections of the proposed ePlan.  It also includes a 

legend that relates to everything on their property and neighbouring 

property - rather than the full legend that is attached to each of the 

planning maps. 

 
4.13 Additional features were also developed and these include how to use the 

plan movie clip and the set-up of a dedicated phone line to a planner.   

 

5. THE HOMEPAGE [2.2 of the Usability Report] 

 
5.1 At paragraph 25, Mr Chrisp suggests that "more appropriate Homepage 

content is that which is currently set out under the 'District Plan Review' 

tab" – I agree and it is the Council’s intention to improve the look and feel 

of the homepage once decisions on the Stage One Proposals have been 

released and the relevant provisions are operative.   

 

6. OTHER TABS [2.3 of the Usability Report] 

 
6.1 At paragraph 30 of the Usability Report, Mr Chrisp states that the current 

video is well animated, clear and helpful in relation to both the Plan and 

submissions process, but it is aimed at a stage of the Plan which has now 

passed.  The video is easily updated depending on the purpose it is 

wanted for.  I understand that a similar submissions video will be prepared 

for Stage Two. 

 
6.2 In response to paragraph 32 of the Usability Report, a pop-up box 

providing an address example appears when you hover over the search 

box.  In addition, as you start typing the address in the search box, a "pick 

list" of addresses that match the address appears.  Based on further 

usability testing, additional instructions can be added.  

 
6.3 Referring to paragraph 32 of the Usability Report, I agree that the print icon 

could be made more visible. 
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7. TABLE OF CONTENTS [2.4 of the Usability Report] 

 
7.1 A cover page and table of contents can be installed, however, it is 

questionable whether that is necessary given there is a 'landing page' titled 

the Christchurch Proposed Replacement Plan.  It is a website and contents 

are listed horizontally and vertically as a way of moving around it.   

 

8. HOTLINKS [2.5 of the Usability Report] 

 
8.1 Further testing of the hotlinks has been undertaken since receiving the 

Usability Report and it is accepted that there is a percentage of hotlinks 

which are either incorrect (i.e. link to the wrong part of the plan) or are just 

not linking.  The Council is currently working through this issue. 

 
9. PLANNING MAPS [2.6 of the Usability Report] 

 
9.1 In relation to paragraph 47 and maps in PDF files, this is a matter for GIS 

experts to comment on.  I understand that maps are in PDF because of the 

technology available at the time, and that CCC is currently building a GIS 

Viewer which will mean maps may be able to be linked to aerial 

photography etc., but this is not my area of expertise.     

 

9.2 In response to Mr Chrisp's comment on the date stamp on maps, all of the 

planning maps were "finalised" for notification on 27/08/14 (the date of 

notification of Stage One proposals) and that date is located at the bottom 

right hand corner of the PDFs.  The property search maps, if printed, do 

not have the above date on them, only the date they are printed.  However, 

I note there is text below the property search map that notes that the map 

is a subset of the larger planning map which there is a hotlink to.  That 

planning map, which can be hyperlinked back to, does contain the 

27/08/14 date.   

 

  

 

 

 

Rosalind Anne Rickerby  

4 December 2014  
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Attachment A 

 

ePlan usability testing activity scenarios 
 
Purpose – to identify some quick tips for navigating around the proposed plan, where things may not 
have worked where a user (non technical) would expect and if the user gets lost, where and why did 
they feel they were lost?  Your feedback will help us to fix any problems and to help communicate 
how to use the plan.  
 
Test Objective:  User can navigate around ePlan, find the information they need and to a specific 
chapter or map etc 
 
Outputs:  Use the table below to document your findings. 
 
 
Pilot User Name and Contact Number/Email:  

 

 

ID Activity Could you 
complete 
the 
activity? 

Was it 
difficult? 

What worked well and 
what didn’t work well? 

1 Find your property.      

2 Identify the relevant planning zones 
and overlays that may affect your 
property. 

   

3 Can you find out what the relevant 
zones and overlays mean? 

   

4 Find the definition of a sleep-out.    
 
 

5 Find the number of planning maps 
available. 

   
 
 

6 Find the scale of the map on the 
third page of Planning Map 35. 

   
 
 

7 Find the section of the District Plan 
that holds the Port Hills and Banks 
Peninsula slope instability rules? 

   

8 Find the land use zone that 
Brockhall Lane (near Avonhead 
Cemetery) is in. 

   

9 You are building an addition to an 
existing house that’s greater than 
25m

2
, the house is located in a 

Flood Management Area, but not in 
a Fixed Minimum Floor Level 
overlay. Find out what needs to be 
taken into consideration to build this 
addition.   

   

10 You want to build a new house in a 
Medium Density zone. Find the 
minimum ground floor area of the 
habitable space. 

   

11 You are setting up a new factory at    
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ID Activity Could you 
complete 
the 
activity? 

Was it 
difficult? 

What worked well and 
what didn’t work well? 

the corner of Shands Road and Sir 
James Wattie Drive. Find the 
landscaping rules for the road 
setback from Shands Road. 

12 You have bought a building on 
Beach Road in Akaroa and want to 
use it for guest accommodation (for 
more than 6 people). Find out if you 
are allowed to put guest bedrooms 
on the ground floor. 

   

13 You own a large section in a 
Residential Suburban Zone. You 
want to open a preschool facility 
that is open for business from 7am 
to 7pm every day of the week. Find 
out if this is a permitted activity. 

   

14 Find the number of households per 
hectare that a subdivision in 
greenfield or brownfield areas must 
enable. 

   

 
Any general comments:  
 

 


